IB Questionbank Chemistry	1
1.	A
[1]

 
2.	C
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3.	B
[1]

 
4.	C
[1]

 
5.	(i)	I:
atomization/sublimation (of Mg) / ∆HOatomization(Mg) / ∆HOsublimation(Mg);
	V:
enthalpy change of formation of (MgCl2) / ∆HOformation(MgCl2);	2
 
(ii)	Energy value for II:
+243;
	Energy value for III:
738 + 1451 = 2189;
	Energy value for IV:
2(–349);
∆HOlat(MgCl2) = 642 + 148 + 243 + 2189 = (+)2252(KJ);	4
 
(iii)	theoretical value assumes ionic model;
experimental value greater due to (additional) covalent character;	2
 
(iv)	oxide greater charge;
oxide smaller radius;
Accept opposite arguments.	2
[10]

 
6.	(i)	c: atomization (enthalpy);
d: electron affinity;	2
 
(ii)	d and e;	1
 
(iii)	∆Hf = 90.0 + 418 + 112 + (–342) + (–670);
       = –392 kJ mol–1;	2
 
(iv)	Ca2+ is smaller than K+ and Ca2+ has more charge than K+ / Ca2+ has a
greater charge density;
so the attractive forces between the ions are stronger;
Do not accept “stronger ionic bonds”
Award [1 max] if reference is made to atoms or molecules instead of ions.	2
[7]

 
7.	(i)	A: sublimation/atomization;
B: atomization/half dissociation enthalpy;
D: (sum of 1st and 2nd) electron affinity;
Do not accept vaporization for A and B.
Accept ΔHAT. or ΔHEA.	3
 
(ii)	enthalpy change when one mole of the compound is formed
from its elements (in their standard states);
under standard conditions / 25 °C/298 K and 1 atm/101.3 kPa/
1.01 × 105 Pa;	2
 
(iii)	–602 = 150 + 248 + 2186 + 702 + E;
–3888 (kJ mol–1);
Do not allow 3889 (given in data booklet).
Allow 3888 (i.e no minus sign).
Award [2] for the correct final answer.	2
 
(iv)	energy required to remove one electron;
from an atom in its gaseous state;
electron removed from a positive ion;
decrease in electron-electron repulsion / increase in
nucleus-electron attraction; 	4
 
(v)	MgO;
double ionic charge / both ions carry +2 and –2 charge/greater charge
compared to +1 and –1;	2
[13]

 
8.	(i)	lattice enthalpy for a particular ionic compound is defined as ΔH for the
process, MX(s) → M+(g) + X–(g);
Accept definition for exothermic process
	electron affinity is the energy change that occurs when an electron is added
to a gaseous atom or ion;	2
 
(ii)
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lattice enthalpy  = –[(–411) – (+108) – (+494) – (+121) – (–364)]
= 770 (kJ mol–1)
Award [2] for all correct formulas in correct positions on cycle diagram.
1 incorrect or missing label award [1].
Award [1] for all correct values in correct positions on cycle diagram.
	calculation of lattice enthalpy of NaCl(s) = 770 (kJ mol–1);	4
Allow ECF.
Accept alternative method e.g. energy level diagram.
 
(iii)	lattice/network/regular structure;
each chloride ion is surrounded by six sodium ions and each sodium ion is
surrounded by six chloride ions/6:6 coordination;	2
[8]



